Comparative analysis of TF-IDF and loglikelihood method for keywords extraction of twitter data
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ABSTRACT
Twitter has become the foremost standard of social media in today’s world. Over 335 million users are online monthly, and near about 80% are accessing it through their mobiles. Further, Twitter is now supporting 35+ which enhance its usage too much. It facilitates people having different languages. Near about 21% of the total users are from US and 79% of total users are outside of US. A tweet is restricted to a hundred and forty characters; hence it contains such information which is more concise and much valuable. Due to its usage, it is estimated that five hundred million tweets are sent per day by different categories of people including teacher, students, celebrities, officers, musician, etc. So, there is a huge amount of data that is increasing on a daily basis that need to be categorized. The important key feature is to find the keywords in the huge data that is helpful for identifying a twitter for classification. For this purpose, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Loglikelihood methods are chosen for keywords extracted from the music field and perform a comparative analysis on both results. In the end, relevance is performed from 5 users so that finally we can take a decision to make assumption on the basis of experiments that which method is best. This analysis is much valuable because it gives a more accurate estimation which method’s results are more reliable.

1. Introduction
Twitter is the most widely used a social network that connects people with different ideas, opinion, and taste. Organizations, people, groups, schools, colleges, universities, celebrities, musicians begin a twitter account to share views, ideas, events, and news related to them and share it with the social network [1]. Twitter is also used by different classes i.e. showbiz personalities, doctors, singers, researchers, sportsmen, politicians, singers, etc [2]. Twitter consists of only 140 characters that make it most interesting because its length is short and contains more valuable contents. Now, as the number of mobile phone users is increased so there are large numbers of users that accessed it through mobile. The Twitter official also admit that near about 80% of accounts are accessed through mobile.
Most of the users used their Twitter accounts on a frequently basis that Twitter officials told that near about 500 million tweets are sent in a day. Twitter is also making a large influence in business because it is widely used to make a strong relationship partners and customers. Twitter is additionally a platform between audience, viewers, media and TV organizations. Fact that were recorded in March 2019 which illustrates that the 335 million users are active in a single month [3]. Near about 80% of users use their mobile phones to access the twitter account. The popularity of Twitter is estimated from this fact that near about 500 million tweets are recorded to send in a single day. Furthermore, the Tweeter supports 35+ languages that contain additional feature. The most interesting fact is that only 21% of users are from the US, the remaining 79% are from outside the US.

When a large number of populations of the world keeps going on posting data on Twitter on a daily basis. So, we have a huge amount of data [4] related to news, user’s views, foods, sports events and even have a bird’s eye view on trending things [5]. People related to different areas of life post tweets on a daily basis and there is a bulk of data [6] that would be needed to categorize interm of interest or advertisement purpose [7, 8]. To do this desired people exactly want to extract keywords so they can take benefit from it [9,10]. In this paper, the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [11] and Loglikelihood [12] methods are used for keywords extraction. This research essentially focused on the analytical analysis of both methods and evaluates [13] which method is more suitable for keywords extractions.

This rest of the paper is illustrated as follows: Section II describes some related work which incorporates the techniques associated with the extraction of keywords. Section III explains the gathering of data from Twitter and describes TF-IDF and Loglikelihood methodology. Section IV discusses the results and discussion of planned methodology. Section V presents the conclusion and future work of this analysis.

2. Related Work

In the decade, micro blogging website became famous and get more attention to the peoples. Most of the people use it on daily basis as well as multiple times in a day. Twitter have near about 335 million users. Due to its daily usage of twitter, a large volume of data is produced. It attracts many researcher to check, investigate and apply multiple methods in order to analyze the data. Twitter is considered as a large source of data [14], [15]. The first tweet are extracted with the search that was made in First Story Detection (FSD) technique [16]. Different researchers uses local sentive hashing for the first time to make FSD [17]. The aim of this approach is minimize the number of comparisons the find the nearest neighbor among tweets. Recently, the authors performed a detection on streaming data with an application on twitter by using LSH [18]. This research proposes a new reduction strategy which focus that query is only compared with previous few points. Most of the researchers uses TF-IDF in finding match in twitter [18]–[21]. In 2012, Vogiatizis [22] works on improving the speed and scalability of FSD using distributed approach which can process a large amount of tweets and requires very high power of computation in real time. Word2vec is the efficient method that deals with the continuous vector representation of words in unsupervised computation [23]. In 2014, Leand Mikolov [24] introduces a new model called paragraph vector that is based on Word2vec model to create an algorithm for fixed length text representation from variable length text. In 2013 and 2014, BM25 algorithm is used for the improvement of results to be more accurate in [25], [26]. Latest search in 2016 also focus on enhancement of its effectiveness for Word2vec [27]. A new method for summarization of news that is based on 3-nearest clustering which is most effective than a baseline that uses dissimilarity of individual document from its nearest neighbor [28]. Most of the approaches based on TF-IDF that convert each tweet as vector and after that make it LSH. TF-IDF is most simple approach that gives more accurate result. Besides TF-IDF there is another method named “loglikelihood” that is also useful in extracting keywords from a corpus by comparing it with a general corpus.

The term “likelihood” refers to a mathematical function that was proposed by Ronald [29]. It introduces a new term that is known as likelihood interval But later it said to as a method of maximum likelihood. The author mentioned the concept that likelihood should not be mixed with probability. He told that likelihood is treated as a sort of probability. The first result that were obtained is different measures of rational belief is about different cases. It can be express in terms of probability to understand the details of population. In simple words, it can be express in terms of likelihood if population is known. The statistical likelihood method is invented in the response of earlier form of reasoning that are known as inverse probability [30].
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3. Experimental Setup

Twitter APIs are used to collect tweets data only for the music, then the TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method are used to extract keywords and compare the results.

3.1 Data Collection

Twitter API is used for the purpose of collection of tweets data and downloaded. A Java Program [31] is used to collect the tweet online through twitter API [32] and insert into a database that built-in MYSQL. The main focus on the collection is Music area tweets. As far as quantitative details of data collected are concerned. Total tweets that are collected are 691604 occupying a size of 288mb on Hard Disk. 353783 tweets are in the English Language. For our Music area, only 21000 tweets are selected.

3.1.1 TF-IDF method

The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) defines the terms occurrence with higher frequency and are minimum in a document. With the combination of both techniques, it becomes a strong method of identifying keywords that are of great value. For the computation of TF-IDF [11] from TFij, the Term Frequency (TF) of i terms from the document that are found in domain j and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) is calculated. This method focuses on ranking keywords according to the frequency or occurrence. The calculation of TF-IDF from TFij, the frequency of term i in documents j is described in Eq. 1.

$$TF_{ij} = \frac{n_{ij}}{\sum_i n_{kj}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The $IDF_i$ (Inverse document frequency) is obtained by calculating the total number of documents divide by document in which that term occurs. IDF gives more importance to that term that is found rare in the given domain. The calculation illustrated using Eq. 2.

$$IDF_i = \log\left(\frac{|D|}{|d : t_i \in d|}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $|D|$ is considered a set of all domains and $t_i$ is considered as the term.

Finally, the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is obtained by multiply term frequency (TF) with corresponding Inverse document frequency (IDF).

$$TF - IDF_i = TF_{ij} \times IDF_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

3.1.2 LogLikelihood method

This method describes the comparison of domain corpora with domain-independent data. This method is used to determine keywords in the corpora which differentiate one from another [12]. This method is also significant for extract keywords of the given document with the respect to domain-independent data. The LogLikelihood method is simple and easy to apply as shown in Eq. 4.

$$G = 2 \times \left[ \frac{freq \_ domain \times \log \left( \frac{freq \_ domain}{freq \_ Expected \_ domain} \right)}{freq \_ general \log \left( \frac{freq \_ general}{freq \_ Expected \_ general} \right)} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $freq \_ domain$ and $freq \_ general$ are considered to be the actual frequencies in the domain corpus and in the reference corpus. $freq \_ Expected \_ domain$ and $freq \_ Expected \_ general$ are expected frequencies in the domain corpus and reference or another corpus. The $freq \_ Expected \_ domain$ and $freq \_ Expected \_ general$ are calculated using Eq. 5 and 6.

$$freq \_ Expected \_ domain = size \_ domain \times \frac{freq \_ domain + freq \_ general}{size \_ domain + size \_ general}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$freq \_ Expected \_ general = size \_ general \times \frac{freq \_ domain + freq \_ general}{size \_ domain + size \_ general}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Furthermore, Eq. 4 is not able to distinguish between the corpus of two domains. Eq. 4 consider being worked as symmetrical for both corpuses. So, it necessary to correct this situation with another Eq. 7, i.e. their relative frequency is much larger in the domain corpus as compared to the reference corpus. If this condition is false, then we will certainly discard the word as a possible term: in our case, we multiply its weight by -1.

$$\frac{freq \_ domain}{size \_ domain} > \frac{freq \_ general}{size \_ general}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

4. Results and Discussion

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Loglikelihood method are applied for the extraction of keywords. Following are the result that we obtained from both methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TF-IDF Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5sos , Added , album , am , amazing , art , artist , Ashton5SOS , ass , awesome , band , bands , beautiful , Boy , Brothers , Buy , Calum5SOS , cant , check , Chocolate , dance , day , days , de , dont , Download , eating , Facebook , favorite , feel ,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Festival, Follow, Format, free, ft, gonna, guys, Happy, hear, Heard, help, hiphop, History, hot, im, iTunes, Ive, Life, liked, listen, Listening, live, lol, looking, love, Luke5SOS, lyrics, makes, Michael5SOS, movie, MP3, music, name, night, NowPlaying, official, oh, omg, people, photos, pizza, Play, playing, playlist, Please, Posted, Radio, real, release, Rock, shit, SING, singing, single, song, songs, Summer, Thats, time, Top, tweet, ur, via, video, World, youre, YouTube, Youve

Loglikelihood Result

5sos, Added, album, art, artist, Artists, Ashton5SOS, ass, band, bandlads, bands, beatles, bldr1, Brothers, Calum5SOS, chances, check, Cimorelliband, Concert, Cover, dance, DaniCim please, dj, Download, Ed, edsheeran, Facebook, fav, favorite, Favourite, feat, Festival, Fivemember, Follow, Format, ft, FUNK, Guitar, guys, hear, hiphop, hot, indie, is perfect, iTunes, Jazz, KathCim, King, liked, listen, listened, Listening, live, lol, love, Luke5SOS, lyrics, Michael5SOS, MIXTAPE, movie, MP3, Music From, music, NowPlaying, official, partied, photos, Pitbull, pitbull, pizza, playing, playlist, pop, Posted, Radio, rap, release, Releases, Rock, ROYALTY, SING, singer, singing, single, so much, song, songs, Spotify, TalentEverywhere, Teaser, Theme, tweet, Upcoming, ur, video, write, YouTube, Youve, Desire

Then the relevancy test is performed with 5 users to validate our result are shown in Fig. 1.

The result of the relevancy test on the keywords that are extracted using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Loglikelihood method is as follows:

**Common Words for Music**

5sos, Added, album, art, artist, Ashton5SOS, ass, band, bands, Brothers, Calum5SOS, check, dance, Download, Facebook, favorite, Festival, Follow, Format, ft, guys, hear, hiphop, hot, iTunes, liked, listen, Listening, live, lol, love, Luke5SOS, lyrics, Michael5SOS, movie, MP3, music, NowPlaying, official, photos, pizza, playing, playlist, Posted, Radio, release, Rock, SING, singing, single, song, songs, tweet, ur, video, YouTube, Youve, Desire

The common keywords are shown above that are obtained after comparison of keywords extracted from TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method. These keywords are much more reliable than the result obtained from both the techniques separately.

If the relevancy test is applied to common keywords extract, then the following graph illustrates the statistics.

**Fig. 2. Relevancy test for common keywords extracted from TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method**

Fig. 2 shows the relevancy test performed between the 5 users against common keywords for TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method. Furthermore, the Noun and Verbs are identified for keywords that are extracted from both the TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method.

**Fig. 3. Nouns and Verb in keywords extracted from the TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method**
Fig. 3 shows the number of nouns and verb found in keywords against each domain. Sentiment words [33] for keywords are also identified by using TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method from sentiwordnet shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Keywords as positive or negative of each domain

Fig. 4 shows the keywords as positive and negative for both TF-IDF and Loglikelihood method. TF-IDF shows more accuracy then loglikelihood method which concluded that TF-IDF is better. Accuracy of TF-IDF is further boosted with the addition of some other techniques.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Twitter is the most famous social networking site and thought to be a reliable network on the internet nowadays. People of different categories used it on a daily basis. Due to the large volume of data, it is important to cluster the tweet data based on keywords. This paper focused on comparative analysis of keywords extraction methods namely Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Loglikelihood. After applying the relevancy test, it is concluded that TF-IDF is the most efficient method because most of the results verified in relevancy test. The keywords are a valuable asset because it is used to identify some patterns and can be used for clustering of the huge volume of data. Thus, it is beneficial for advertisement purpose, trends and set business policies for the future.

Furthermore, some other techniques may be applied with TF-IDF that helps to more refine the result. By applying further techniques will further improve the resulting quality effectively that is much better.
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